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Pic1: Location of Bibi ShahrBanoo shrine on top of the 
mountain shows the key role of natural elements in 
shaping the cultural landscape. Shahr-e-rey , Iran.
Photo: Mahdie Khajepiri, 2014.
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Table1. pre-Islamic architecture of Ray which are located on top of a cliff, Source: author.

Table2. Islamic architecture of Ray which are located on top of a cliff, Source: author.
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Pic3: The companion of triple sacred elements of mountains, water, 
tree in Bibi ShahrBanoo pilgrimage city . Rey, Iran. Shahr-e-rey , Iran.
Photo: Mahdie Khajepiri, 2014.
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Pic2: Sacred ponds in Bibi Shahrbanoo hillside, the pilgrims 
visit this place before entering the shrine. Shahr-e-rey , Iran.

Photo: Mahdie Khajepiri, 2014.
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Abstract | Cultural landscape is a concept that reflects the interaction of man and nature 

throughout history and includes cultural values in this relation. The valuable scenery and 

comprises, maintains and represents the identity and history of a region and its inhabitants. 

Cultural landscapes occupy a considering space in urban areas which shape a city character 

to a great extent. Correlation of landscape and people revives a cultural-political section of 

the society and generates a sense of affiliation to the place. The first step in understanding 

the capacities of the cultural landscape is the cognition of identifying components which 

contribute significantly. Identifying components of cultural landscape includes the 

geographical, historical and human components. The geographical components comprise 

mountains, plains, rivers and valleys, the historical components comprise buildings, streets 

and pathways while human components include religion, rites, regional beliefs and similar 

values. In Tehran, the mountain as one of the most prominent natural features of the city 

has a special role in the development of cultural-ritual landscapes. Being located southeast 

of Tehran, Bibi ShahrBanoo Mountain is among such places with landscape features owing 

to its holiness, religious, archaeological and identifying significance. It offers the three 

geographical (mountain), historical (tower) and human (ritual ceremonies and religious 

significance) components together. However, this place have been ignored in Tehran 

development plans and transformed into an abandoned area and has lost its importance 

in being a historical-natural place and has been detached from Tehran while it can play 

an important role in identifying Tehran as a cultural landscape. Preserving the landscape 

of Bibi ShahrBanoo Mountain relies on simultaneous protection of cultural it is natural 

and physical properties. In this paper, the significance of Bibi ShahrBanoo in identifying 

urban landscape has been discussed and some strategies of planning, management and 

implementation in protection the landscape have been presented preceding the pathology 

of the status quo. This paper puts the significance of Bibi Shahrbanoo Mountain into 

scrutiny as an identifying element of urban landscape.
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Pic4: Implementation of cement factory and its facility 
near the holy mountain of Bibi ShahrBanoo threatens 

its existence. Shahr-e-rey , Iran.
Photo: Mahdie Khajepiri, 2014.
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